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Observed spreading of Atlantic cod 
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What is the potential to predict the decadal 
 shifts in the ocean ecosystems?

• Decadal climate variations – internal versus 
 external

• Near‐term prediction –
 

initial/boundary value 
 problem

• Challenges to near‐term climate prediction
• We are in a highly experimental stage

What is the potential to predict the decadal 
 shifts in the climate system?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will discuss the feasibility of this prediction system. 

First, I will outline the basis for making decadal prediction, and summarize the skill of the current prediction systems.  The extra-tropical North Atlantic is one area where models agree that upper ocean circulation and heat content, and sea surface temperature can be predicted with skill up to 10 years in advance.  This skill results from the initialization of the ocean and exceeds that of radiative forced changes.  The ability to predict oceanic changes in this region could have major implications for the management of marine resources.  Apart from the North Atlantic, there are also some indications of predictive skill in the Pacific, and these will also be discussed.

Second, despite promising early results, large uncertainties exist that limit prediction skill.  To illustrate this, I will present examples for the North Atlantic on intermodel differences in simulated variability, and the response to external forcing.  The accuracy of the initial conditions is also a problem.

Third, I will highlight an area where important progress is being made: ocean-atmosphere coupling and the role of the stratosphere.  Whether better resolving stratosphere-troposphere coupling can enhance predictability in the North Atlantic sector will be discussed.





Multidecadal temperature fluctuations: 
Internal versus externally driven?



Internal variability large at decadal/regional scales 
External dominates on centennial 
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Models simulate similar decadal variability 
 independent of external forces

Similarly for PDV, and various other modes

Courtesy Jin Ba

Kiel Climate Model, preindustrial control simulation
Atlantic multi-decadal variability index Regression pattern
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Near‐term prediction –  initial/boundary value problem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will discuss the feasibility of this prediction system. 

First, I will outline the basis for making decadal prediction, and summarize the skill of the current prediction systems.  The extra-tropical North Atlantic is one area where models agree that upper ocean circulation and heat content, and sea surface temperature can be predicted with skill up to 10 years in advance.  This skill results from the initialization of the ocean and exceeds that of radiative forced changes.  The ability to predict oceanic changes in this region could have major implications for the management of marine resources.  Apart from the North Atlantic, there are also some indications of predictive skill in the Pacific, and these will also be discussed.

Second, despite promising early results, large uncertainties exist that limit prediction skill.  To illustrate this, I will present examples for the North Atlantic on intermodel differences in simulated variability, and the response to external forcing.  The accuracy of the initial conditions is also a problem.

Third, I will highlight an area where important progress is being made: ocean-atmosphere coupling and the role of the stratosphere.  Whether better resolving stratosphere-troposphere coupling can enhance predictability in the North Atlantic sector will be discussed.





Externally driven climate projectionsExternally driven climate projections 
Prediction uncertainty: scenario, model, and internal

scenarioM
odel

Internal

Surface temperature projections from 15 climate models

Hawkins and Sutton, BAMS, 2009

Near-term



Near‐term surface temperature prediction: 
 model and initial condition uncertainty large

Hawkins and Sutton, BAMS, 
2009

Relative importance computed from CMIP3 models

First decade, scenario uncertainty ~10% at global scale

Hawkins and Sutton, BAMS, 2009



Predicting global temperature for next Predicting global temperature for next 
decade: Initialising with ocean reanalysisdecade: Initialising with ocean reanalysis

Global annual mean surface temperature (TS )

Smith et al. 2007

Initialised predictions

Radiative forcing only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Policy makers, engineers, planners need to make decisions which have to take into account climate change – which is uncertain. Include uncertainty in cost benefit analysis of long-term plan e.g. new Thames barrier. 

Thames Barrier was designed to cope with tidal levels that were anticipated by 2030. A new Thames Barrier is being planned and this one will have to last into next century. They’ll need to know about uncertainty in predicted climate change to assess the risks and make a good decision.

What is the measure of uncertainty?




Decadal prediction skill Decadal prediction skill -- Initialised Initialised hindcastshindcasts 
with ECHAM5/MPIOMwith ECHAM5/MPIOM

Correlation with observed surface temperature anomalies
years 1-10; 9 hindcasts, 1955-2005

Keenlyside et al. 2008



Bias corrected CCSM4 predictions of SPG heat content anomalies
10 year long; 10 members

Raw CCSM4 predictions of SPG heat content anomalies
10 year long; 10 members

North Atlantic subpolar
 

gyre – very predictable

Yeager et al. 2012

Budget analysis shows predictability 
comes from ocean circulation changes



Prediction of Pacific Decadal Variability 
 possible a few years in advance

CCCma predictions of PDO index
Every five years from 1961, 10 year long; 10 members

Lead-time (years, running average)

Fabian Leinert
PhD thesis



Challenges to near‐term climate prediction: 
 an illustration from the Atlantic 

• Model ‘response’
 

uncertainty 
• Model ‘mechanism’

 
uncertain

• Ocean initial conditions uncertain



PolewardPoleward heat transport and role of heat transport and role of MeridionalMeridional 
Overturning CirculationOverturning Circulation

Meridional overturning 
circulation (MOC)

Kiel Climate Model – MOC (black),             
Atlantic sea surface temperature (red)

Model Year
[Latif et al. 2009]
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Large uncertainty – model projections of AMOC

Schmittner et al. (2005)

AMOC at 30N, CMIP3 models, 20C/A1B



Quantifying uncertainties in decadal AMOC change
Relative uncertainty (CMIP3)

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation at 30N

Courtesy Annika Reintges
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Uncertainties in internal variability



Ocean driven by stochastic atmospheric variability

Wavelet spectrum: AMV : North Atlantic average SST
Ocean model simulation driven by stochastic NAO forcing

Time (years) Courtesy: Jenny Mecking



Ocean‐atmosphere coupling: Potential role of stratosphere
Observed SST anomaly NCEP/NCAR  1000hPa GPH anomaly

Simulated 
 (ECHAM5)resp

 onse to 
 Atlantic SST 

 1951‐1960

1000hPa GPH

Entire stratosphere resolvingLower stratosphere resolving

Observed 
1951‐1960 
anomalies

Omrani et al., submitted



Uncertainties in initial conditions

Keenlyside & Ba (2010)



We are in a highly experimental   stage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will discuss the feasibility of this prediction system. 

First, I will outline the basis for making decadal prediction, and summarize the skill of the current prediction systems.  The extra-tropical North Atlantic is one area where models agree that upper ocean circulation and heat content, and sea surface temperature can be predicted with skill up to 10 years in advance.  This skill results from the initialization of the ocean and exceeds that of radiative forced changes.  The ability to predict oceanic changes in this region could have major implications for the management of marine resources.  Apart from the North Atlantic, there are also some indications of predictive skill in the Pacific, and these will also be discussed.

Second, despite promising early results, large uncertainties exist that limit prediction skill.  To illustrate this, I will present examples for the North Atlantic on intermodel differences in simulated variability, and the response to external forcing.  The accuracy of the initial conditions is also a problem.

Third, I will highlight an area where important progress is being made: ocean-atmosphere coupling and the role of the stratosphere.  Whether better resolving stratosphere-troposphere coupling can enhance predictability in the North Atlantic sector will be discussed.





IPCC AR5 near‐term predictions: what 
 to expect, how reliable?
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Decadal Forecast Exchange
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We are exchanging very basic quantities:
Global Annual Mean Temperature 
One file for each year, each member

Exchanged
 

once per year around November
Equal ownership

Example diagnostics:

Please contact: doug.smith@metoffice.gov.uk
to contribute your forecasts…

mailto:doug.smith@metoffice.gov.uk


What is the potential to predict the decadal 
 shifts in the climate system?

• Some initial success, especially in the N. Atlantic
• Major challenges exist:

• Model and initial conditions uncertain large

• We are in a highly experimental stage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will discuss the feasibility of this prediction system. 

First, I will outline the basis for making decadal prediction, and summarize the skill of the current prediction systems.  The extra-tropical North Atlantic is one area where models agree that upper ocean circulation and heat content, and sea surface temperature can be predicted with skill up to 10 years in advance.  This skill results from the initialization of the ocean and exceeds that of radiative forced changes.  The ability to predict oceanic changes in this region could have major implications for the management of marine resources.  Apart from the North Atlantic, there are also some indications of predictive skill in the Pacific, and these will also be discussed.

Second, despite promising early results, large uncertainties exist that limit prediction skill.  To illustrate this, I will present examples for the North Atlantic on intermodel differences in simulated variability, and the response to external forcing.  The accuracy of the initial conditions is also a problem.

Third, I will highlight an area where important progress is being made: ocean-atmosphere coupling and the role of the stratosphere.  Whether better resolving stratosphere-troposphere coupling can enhance predictability in the North Atlantic sector will be discussed.
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